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It is an unfortunate, yet incontrovertible, fact that medical and allied health programs have taught,
and continue to teach, an incomplete model of the human body. This incomplete model that reflects a
fragmented body made up of separate systems (cardiovascular, neurological, pulmonary, musculoskeletal,
etc.), while impressive in its ability to understand and treat these separate systems, is inconsistent with the
experience that we all have of a life in totality. While this concept of integration sounds logical and resonates
with our intuitive understanding of life; to be accepted as an update to our current understanding, must have
its basis in scientific fact. A cursory review of the fascia (pronounced fa-sha), or connective tissue system of
the body, allows us to see the connection point between our current model of fragmentation and our updated
model of integration.
As our previous statement alluded, the fascial system of the human body is largely ignored in medical
and allied health programs; and, subsequently, in our current healthcare system. The idea that a complete
system of the human body should be overlooked becomes even more alarming when we realize that there
exists over sixty years of research that contradicts the current model. The articles in this series will introduce
the anatomical and physiological aspects of the fascial system that will allow us to appreciate the importance
of this system of the body in truly understanding health and disease; as well as the great disservice medicine
has done by ignoring it.
While the fascial system is largely overlooked in our medical training, certain facts are understood by
the majority of healthcare practitioners. 1) The fascial system is an uninterrupted tissue that weaves its way
through the body, surrounding, interpenetrating and connecting every single structure; and, 2) Fascia is
composed of three components; the fibrous protein collagen, the stretchy fibers known as elastin and the
gelatinous material that holds this colloidal structure together; the ground substance, sometimes referred to
as the extracellular matrix. Unfortunately, medical dissection labs are often punctuated with the instruction
to “scrape away all that unimportant tissue to get to the important stuff!” This crude understanding of fascia
leads to the practice of relegating its function to that of biologic packing material, inert and passive; the
Styrofoam peanuts of the body.
Firstly, let’s review the idea that there exists a tissue that is uninterrupted, much like our skin is
uninterrupted, and that weaves its way through the body connecting every single structure and cell to every
other structure and cell. We might begin to envision a structure that resembles a spider’s web; and we would
be closer to the reality of the situation. This web of tissue creates the shape and structure of our body, to the
point where noted author and physical therapist John Barnes has stated that if every structure were removed
from the human body aside from the fascial system, our shape would remain exactly the same 2. This global
understanding of fascia still leaves it as inert and passive; but why does this matter? Bioengineer Dr. Stephen
Levin has shown how our current “post and beam” concept of the skeletal system and the further involved
“lever and pulley” model of the musculoskeletal system are insufficient in explaining the dynamic support and
structure of the human being 9. Going further, researchers Dr. Robert Schleip 10 and Dr. Thomas Findley 5
have shown, respectively, that the fascia is capable of contracting, similarly to smooth muscle, as well being
the transmitter of mechanical forces through the human body. This research reveals a tissue that is anything
but passive.
We will now introduce a concept known as mechanotransduction to illustrate how this active tissue
is involved in more than just our structure and our movement. Mechanotransduction is the phenomenon
wherein mechanical signals outside of the cell are translated into biochemical signals inside the cell, including
the nucleus. It is an accepted fact that nothing touches the outside of each cell except the ground substance of
the fascial system; hence it being referred to as the extracellular matrix. Pioneering work by Drs. Ingber and
Alenghat 1, 7 reveals the ground substance of the fascial system to be one of the main elements responsible for
the phenomenon of mechanotransduction; leading to an understanding that this global web of tissue is
involved in cellular function as well, including the very act of DNA transcription; the blueprint of our entire
existence 7. Research teams from the University of California – Berkeley have shown repeatedly that this
mechanotransduction is directly affected by the viscosity of the ground substance. This research pointed to
the effects that this viscosity had upon the incidence, as well as remission, of certain cancers 4, 13. This

viscosity of the ground substance leads to another physiological aspect of the fascial system; that of phase
transition. Phase transition is the scientific phenomena of matter changing from one state to another; the
example often used of ice changing to water, then to steam, then back again. Due to the fascia being colloidal
(a solution wherein the particles are dispersed and do not sink), this phenomenon of phase transition is
known as thixotropy; a term used to describe a colloidal gel-like substance, like fascia, that will undergo
phase transition when stressed for a long enough duration 3.
Our investigation has led us to understanding the fascia as an active, dynamic and adaptive tissue
that responds to its environment mechanically. But what of the current assumption that fascia is inert?
Nobel recipient Dr. Szent-Gyorgi postulated in a presentation in 1941 that the collagen in connective tissue,
due to its arrangement molecularly, would act as a semiconductor 12; the same type of electrically conductive
material that powers our modern day cell phones and computers. This hypothesis was later proved in
experiments led by Dr. Szent-Gyorgi 6. Further researchers discovered that, due to the fascia’s molecular
arrangement being similar to crystals, would also possess the capacity for piezoelectricity (peezo-electricity).
A piezoelectric material is any that, when subjected to mechanical stresses, will produce an electric charge 11.
This has led noted fascial researcher, Dr. Helene Langevin to hypothesize that the fascial system could act as a
body-wide communications array 8.
The current understanding of the fascial system is of a passive and inert tissue that serves the role of
glorified packing material. Conversely, research spanning sixty years has revealed a tissue that is contractile,
uninterrupted, dynamic, adaptive and electrically active. Further, this tissue is the connection between every
single one of our approximately 37 trillion cells and is partially responsible for the functions of each of those
cells, including DNA transcription. So the next time that one of the therapists at the Inner Circle Myofascial
Release and Physical Therapy Centers talks to you about the importance of fascia, you will begin to hear it
through new ears. The therapists at Inner Circle have spent countless hours refining their ability to work
with the fascial system through their expertise with skilled manual therapy techniques and have become
Bucks County’s leading specialists and authorities on the John F. Barnes Myofascial Release Approach.
Part Two of this series will delve deeper into the complete integration of the human body via the fascial system,
through the landmark research of Dr. Jean-Claude Guimberteau.
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